able to speak about these latter subjects, but I don't feel qualified; moreover, my very limited experience with the applied field suggests that interest in the applications is often a principal motivation for those working in it. I shall however speak later about some interesting mathematical applications. In the bibliography, I list a selection of sets of notes, proceedings of symposia, and expository articles; otherwise I list only papers referred to in the text and, of course, the bibliography is not complete.
Notation and terminology.
For the most part, I shall use fairly standard notations : The boundary of a domain G is denoted by dG. A function ^GC^(G), 0</z^l, iff u can be extended to be of class C m on a domain D G and u and all its derivatives of order 5£ m satisfy a uniform Holder condition with exponent ju (Lipschitz if /*= 1) on G; u (EC% c (G) iff u(EzC™(G) and the support of u is in G. Diffeomorphisms (regular differentiable homeomorphisms) and domains of class C™ are then defined as usual. All the definitions carry over to C™{G), etc. If <j> is a function, V0 denotes its gradient; if ^ is a vector |^| denotes its length; if S is a set | S\ denotes its measure.
We shall be speaking of (partial) differential operators of the form where the operators L jk may be of different orders; systems in which the order of Ljh is ÛSj+tk have been studied by various authors ([65; 19; 58] for example) ; if the Sj are all 0, the system is of order h in u k in this case. In the case of a vector operator L, its principal part is the matrix Lojk in which L 0 /fc = 0 or is the part of Ly& which is of order exactly Sj+tk.
We define the characteristic polynomial of the single operator L to be
For the vector operator (2.4), we define PL(x, f) to be the determinant of the polynomials L 0 jk(x y f). A hypersurface s(x)=0 is said to be characteristic at #o iff
In the analytic case this corresponds to a situation in which the hypotheses of the corresponding Cauchy-Kovalewsky theorem are not satisfied. The operator (2.1) (or (2.4)) is said to be elliptic at Xo iff PL(xo, f)s^0 for all real f =^0. The single operator (2.1) is said to be hyperbolic (with respect to the first coordinate) for x in a domain G iff
where the Xy are homogeneous of degree 1 in f ƒ = (f 2 , •••,$%) and are real and distinct if f/ s^O. The operator (2.1) is parabolic (with respect to the first coordinate) iff
where Li is elliptic in X> 2 , • • • , £>". In the cases of the hyperbolic and parabolic operators, the definitions could, of course, be generalized so as to include operators which assume their respective forms after an appropriate transformation of coordinates. The Laplace, wave, and heat equation operators
are well-known examples of operators of elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic types, respectively. A unifying influence which has, at the same time, contributed greatly to the development of the subject is the increasing use of functional analysis, particularly the theories of Banach, Hubert and other spaces, the Fourier transform, the Schwartz theory of distributions, and inequalities of Sobolev type. The use of the Fourier transform, together with a differential geometry technique involving a partition of unity, was at the root of Gârding's now famous paper on the Dirichlet problem for higher order equations [24] (see also [23; 6; 90 ] ) which really started the very rapid advance of the last 10-12 years.
There are certain Banach and Hilbert spaces of distributions, denoted by H™(G) (the Sobolev [83] spaces W™), which have played a particularly important role in differential equations, potential theory and the calculus of variations. Actually Beppo Levi [37] started to study essentially these functions, where ra= 1 and p -2, in 1906 and essentially the same functions were studied by many other people over a long period of years (see [55 ] for some discussion and references). We shall illustrate the use of these functions in connection with elliptic equations and the calculus of variations but they have been used with great success by Leray and Gârding [36; 25] in their work on hyperbolic equations and by Friedrichs in his interesting work on equations independent of type [22] . A distribution u(EH™(G) iff u and its distribution derivatives of order ^m correspond to actual functions in L P ; i.e., there exist functions^»GL p (G) y 0^ \a\ ^W, such that 3. Some questions which are independent of type. It is not difficult to see that most differential equations of higher order and/or many variables are not of any of the three types: elliptic, hyperbolic, or parabolic. In this section we discuss briefly some questions which are independent of type.
A. THE UNIQUE CONTINUATION THEOREM. In 1933, T. Carleman [9] has proved the uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy problem with data on part of the hy perplane cr • x = c f or arbitrary operators L with real principal parts and no multiple characteristics in the sense that PL(x, /o"+f) has no multiple zeros in / (real or complex) when f is real and 5^0. Then (a) if Lu =ƒ has a distribution solution on G for each ƒ G C c°° (G), then C(x, £)=0 whenever PL(x, £)=0, xGG, and £E.R V and (b) if this last condition does not hold on any nonvoid open subset co of G, then there is an /GC 00 (G), such that the D a f(x)-*0 as x-»3G, for which there is no solution of Lu = ƒ on any such co. In the same paper, he discusses some interesting cases in which solutions do exist.
C. HYPO-ELLIPTICITY. An operator L with C°° coefficients is said to be hypo-elliptic iff every solution u of Lw = 0GC' oo (G). In case L has constant coefficients, Hörmander [28] showed that a n.a.s.c. is that £(£)-»°° uniformly as Im f-»<*> with Re f bounded; this class includes the elliptic and parabolic operators. Some interesting classes of hypo-elliptic operators with variable coefficients (including all elliptic ones) have been defined (see Nieto [63] ) but their general characterization is still an open problem.
4. Elliptic equations and the calculus of variations. I shall begin by excluding a few subjects from the discussion. First of all, although the recent work on lower and upper bounds for eigenvalues is very important and includes much elegant and ingenious mathematics, I shall not speak of this subject except to mention the important work of Weinstein [91 ] the first part of which was published in 1937, the work on symmetrization published by Polya and Szegö [74] 
Let us assume first of all, that L = PL, the a a (see (2.1)) are real constants. Suppose u is a solution, multiply (4.1) by vÇzC™{G) and integrate by parts in order to get rid of derivatives of u higher than those of the mth order. One obtains
By approximations, (4.2) holds for all v^H^(G).
The integrations by parts are not unique, but if we take the Fourier transform of (4.2), we obtain ƒ 00 p 00
£ wy *(y) (Ky))-dy = J Z ««r^OO (Ky))~dy.
From the ellipticity, etc., we obtain «i I y | 2m g Z) Wy = X) ««y" â -WI y l which is known as Gârding's inequality [24] . It is proved by using the results above and a partition of unity. By Hilbert space theory, it follows that there are transformations T and U and an element wEH£(G) such that
B(u, v) = ((Tu, v))™o,
T is bounded (from (4.4)) and it follows from compactness theorems for H£ functions that U is completely continuous. From (4.7), it follows that there is a real Ao so large that ((Tu + XQUU, «)) 20 More general boundary value problems of the form These a priori bounds show that, for each X, the null space of the operator L+\I (assuming BjU = 0) is finite dimensional. However, for the general L and B jf it is not known whether there is any value at all of X for which L+X7 is invertible (with those boundary conditions). In order to get around this difficulty, Schechter [76; 77] and Browder [7] have considered an adjoint problem with adjoint boundary conditions and have found that the given problem is solvable iff the null space of the adjoint problem is 0-dimensional. Schechter [77] and Browder [7] have considered other kinds of boundary conditions including some mixed ones. Browder [7] has carried over the estimates above for certain unbounded domains and has obtained some extensive corresponding results for parabolic equations. Agmon [l] has proved a generalized maximum principle for the solutions of elliptic equations which extends the one of Miranda [43] . Some of these results were generalized somewhat by Sigalov [80; 81 ] and Silova [82] with v still equal to 2.
The methods used above in the case v = 2 would not generalize and it was not until after the now famous results of Di Giorgi [18] and Nash [61 ] , as simplified still further by Moser [59] that the differentiability of the solutions of any nonquadratic variational problems with v>2 were proved. The Di Giorgi-Nash results concern equations of the form The conditions on ƒ are as follows : ƒ £ C£,w_2,0</x<l,iV=l, and ƒ is to satisfy some one of the following sets of hypotheses for all (x, z, p) : One annoying feature of these results is that N is restricted to be 1. This rules out most applications to differential geometry. The removal of this restriction appears to await the extension of the Di Giorgi-Nash-Moser results to the case of vector functions.
In conclusion, I would like to mention a few problems in which the methods of differential equations or the calculus of variations have led to a solution.
(i) Harmonic integrals. The variational technique was very efficient in the study of harmonic integrals undertaken with Eells [57; 50 ] . One of the boundary problems studied in part II is not normal since the null space is not finite dimensional.
(ii) Almost complex manifolds. Newlander and Nirenberg [62] proved by methods of differential equations that an almost complex manifold can be given a complex analytic structure.
(iii) The analytic embedding of an abstract real-analytic manifold. The possibility of such an embedding for compact manifolds with given analytic metric was first proved by Bochner . This leads to another nonregular boundary problem in differential equations of which the null space is not finite dimensional. [July It is to be hoped that these methods will prove useful in solving interesting problems in differential geometry and other branches of mathematics. However, it appears necessary to make a great deal of progress in both differential equations and the calculus of variations before they can be used extensively as tools in these other branches.
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